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THE STEENROD algebra is defined in [I], and simple modules over it in [3] (see also below). 
We will give a convenient abstract characterization of these modules. Now the stable coho- 
mology of the Thorn space M(SU,) was proved in [2], by a very roundabout route, to be a 
simple module; the main object of this paper is by applying our characterization to give a 
straightforward irect proof of this fact. 
The paper is organised as follows. First we intrdduce our notations, list the properties 
of the Steenrod algebra which we need, and give the application. In the second sectio?, 
we prove the main result. Finally we discuss modules over the subalgebra 9, of the Steenrod 
algebra; our object in this is to challenge the reader to fit our results into a more useful and 
general framework. 
1. THE STEENROD ALGEBRA 
We collect together, for convenience, some properties of d2, the Steenrod algebra 
mod 2. Firstly, it is a connected graded algebra over the field Z2. This is to say, that d2 
as vector space is split as a direct sum, d2 = C ia,, (&2)i, where the suffix i is the degree; 
that the product of elements of degrees i and j has degree i + j; and that (d2),, has rank 1 
over Z,, and is generated by the unit element (1) of JY,. 
We also need the fact that (JJ~)~ has rank 1, and is generated by an element Sq’ such 
that .Sq’Sq’ = 0, and so right multiplication by Sq’ is a differential operator on the graded 
vector space &,. Moreover, this operator is exact (proof in Lemma (1.2) below). Hence 
d2 has a homogeneous base of the form {uj, ajSq’}. 
We now discuss modules (which for us always have operators on the left). All modules 
M occurring in this paper are to be supposed positively graded; that is to say M = 1 izO Mi, 
module multiplication also adds degrees and if i < 0, Mi is to be interpreted as the zero 
group. We make no further direct reference to this condition. We write M’ for the sub- 
module generated by elements of M of degree at most i : M’ = d,(M, + . . . + Mi). 
Note the following two particular types of module on one generator: free, on generator x, 
with no relations. Such a module is isomorphic to J&‘, itself. Oj’ t<v’pe Q, on generator _v, 
with sole relation Sq’y = 0. If the aj are as above, {ajy} is a Z,-basis for this module. 
Observe that such a module is isomorphic to the ideal generated by Sq’ in G’,. 
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A simple module is a direct sum of modules of these t\~o types. The set of generators 
of the direct summands is called an A,-basis of the module. 
From the topological point of view, .dz itself, and hence also a free &,-module. 
represents the stable mod 2 cohomology of the Eilenberg-Maclane spaces K(Zz, m), while 
a module of type ‘3 represents the stable mod 2 cohomology of the spaces K(Z, ~1). The 
exact sequences below represent fairly trivial exact homotopy sequences. 
In order to simplify notation, we shall assume from now on that .al is a connected 
graded Z1-algebra, and that -t4, is generated by an element Q. multiplication by which on 
the right gives an exact sequence. The above definitions remain valid. 
LEMMA ( I. 1). A simple &-module M lies in an exact sequence 
04litFlrM+O, 
where F is,fbee, and,f, g hate degrees 1, 0. 
Proof: Since a simple module is a direct sum, it is sufficient to verify the result for a 
free module and for one of type 3; but each of these cases is trivial. For if M is free on s 
of degree n, let F be free on .v, : of degrees n, n + 1, and define 
j(x) = z, S(Y) = -y, y(z) = 0, 
using the direct sum splitting of F. If M is of type 9, with .&-basis x of degree II, let F bc 
free on y of degree n, and define 
f(x) = QY, g(L’) = x. 
Since right multiplication by Q is exact on -c4, &’ has a Z,-basis {aj, ajQi, and then 1111 f 
and Ker g both admit the basis {UjQ-l’:, SO are equal. 
Hence it makes sense to describe modules lying in such a sequence as near-vi)?&,. 
Before we can give the characterization which now suggests itself, we need one more 
condition. Let .Y be the exterior algebra over Z2 generated by Q’, Q” of degree I. Then 
Y has basis {I, Q’, Q”, Q’Q”:. Y operates on .d if we make Q’, Q” operate by left ;\I& 
right multiplication by Q. Observe that 5 leaves invariant the subspaces cc//0 + .r/, and 
& di of .&. 
Condition C. Cia2 di,is a free Y-module. 
LEMMA (I .2). .&‘, satkjies conditiorz C. 
froof: It is known (see e.g. [I]) that d, admits a basis consisting of the monomial> 
3 = sq’o Sq’n, where / = (io, . . . , i,), subject to i, > 2i,+1. Since we have Sq’Sqzl = 
zq 2k ‘I, and so SqLSq2ki’ = 0, the operations of Y permute these monomials, or make 
them zero; precisely, if I is a nonempty sequence with i, even and i, > 1, then I .St’ = St’, 
Q’st’ = SI”, Q”St’ = St”‘, Q’Q”St’ = S?“‘, where I’ = (i,, + 1, i,, . . . , i,), I” = (iO, .._ , 
I,,, I ), and I”’ = (i,+ I, i,, , i,, 1). So each such St’ generates a free Y-module, and .dz 
is clearly the direct sum of all these and of the Y-module { 1, Sql ), and the result fol1ows.i 
i- It has been pointed out by the referee that this result was also used in studying modules over -*z’/:! b) 
J. F. Adams in ‘A finiteness theorem in homological algebra’, Proc. Curb. Phil. Sot. 57 (1961). ?I--36. 
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The characterization ow runs: if .z? satisfies the above conditions, including condition 
C, then near-simple &-modules are simple. The necessity of condition C will be shown 
by an example later. Before proving the result, we give the application. 
For our notation, we refer to [2]. The stable cohomology of M(U,) is described by an 
zz’z-module .68; that of M(S0,) by another module 98/w’99. Now I is a polynomial algebra, 
w1 one of the generators. Hence there is an exact sequence 
0 -+ w%?/(w’)% -* 9?/(w’)??a + .@/w’9 -+ 0, 
let us say 0 + K + L + M + 0. Now Theorem 1 of [2] asserts that L is free. Multipli- 
cation by w1 in 99 induces a vector space isomorphism (of degree 1) of M on K. If we can 
show that this is a module isomorphism, then A4 is near-simple, and so, by our cha-racteri 
sation, simple. 
Thus we must prove: Sq’(w’x) - w’Sq’x E (w’)~~J. But this is clear since, by the 
Cartan formula, 
Sq’(w’x) = w’sq’x + (wl)%qi--lx. 
So Theorem 1 of.[2] and the characterization of this paper give a direct algebraic proof of 
the simplicity of the stable H*(M(SO,)). Since generators of the modules of type ‘9 can be 
picked as representatives of a Z,-basis for Ker Q/Im Q (this follows from Lemmas 1.2 and 
2.3 below), which is easily reckoned, we obtain a complete description of this module. 
2. PROOF OF CHARACTERISATION 
In this section, we make the hypotheses on the algebra d which are listed above, but 
draw the reader’s attention to the fact that only at the end of the proof do we use Condition 
C. We also suppose that A4 is a near-simple d-module, lying in the sequence 
04-%M-+O. 
Write K for the subgroup of MO annihilated by Q; choose a complement B for K in 
M,. In degree 0, g is an isomorphism (by exactness); set K = g-‘(K), /I = g-l(B). We now 
study what happens in degree 1, namely in the sequence 
/ 
04f,+F,:M,+O. 
Since F is free, the subgroup of Fl annihilated by Q is QFO = Qh- + Q/I. By the definition 
of K, the intersection of this with Ker g = Im f is precisely QK. Hence f induces an iso- 
morphism of K on Qrc. Write y = f(B): then y is disjoint from QF,, in F,, and so forms a 
direct sum with it. Let a complement of QF, + y in Fl be 6. Since,f(M,) = ,f(K) + f(B) = 
QK + y, g induces an isomorphism of Q/l + 6 on Ml. Write g(6) = C. Then we have 
proved 
LEMMA (2.1). Direct sum decompositions of M,, Ml, F,, Fl can be found as follows: 
M,=K+B,M,=QB+C,t;, = K 3 p, Fl = QK + Q/i’ + y + 6, such that f induces 
isomorphisms of K, B on QIC, y and g induces isomorphisms of K, 13, Q/l, 6 on K, B, QB, 
C respectively. 
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As the next step, we pick out a simple submodule of M. 
LEMMA (2.2). dMO = MO is a simple submodule of M, andj; g induce an exact sequence 
0 -+ MO ‘4 d(F, + 7) 
90 
-rM’-,O. 
Proof. f induces an isomorphism of M” on the submodule of F generated by Q,x 
and y. But since Z,-bases of c1 and y form part of a free d-basis for F, this submodule is 
simple (as a direct sum of copies of &’ and of the ideal generated by Q). 
Since g maps y to zero and F. onto MO, go is defined and is onto. Finally, since MO 
is simple, the kernel of the map induced by g from JzZF, to &MO is just &‘QK, so the kernel 
of go is just d(Qlc + y), the same as the image off’. 
COROLLARY (2.2.1). f, g induce an exact sequence 
f’ g’ 
O+M’+F’-tM’+O, 
where M’ = M/M’, F’ = F/d(F, + y). 
This follows from the lemma by a standard argument. But now we remark that F 
is also free, and M& Fd are zero, so the same process may be applied again, only with all 
degrees increased by unity. By induction we obtain 
COROLLARY (2.2.2.). M’/M’-’ is simple, with generators all of degree i. 
It is at this stage that we need Condition C. 
LEMMA (2.3). If d satisfies Condition C, and G is a module of type ‘3 with generator 
y of degree 0, then left multiplication by Q is exact in degrees greater than 0. 
Pro@: Since & satisfies Condition C, it admits a Z,-basis of the form { 1, Q, bj, bjQ, 
Qbj, QbjQ}. Thus G admits a Zz-basis (y, b,y, Qbjy}, and the result follows. 
COROLLARY (2.3.1). lf & satis$es Condition C, and M is a simple module with generators 
of degrees less than i, then $jbr z # M of degree at least i, @z = 0, we have z = Qw, with 
WEM. 
For a direct sum of exact sequences i  exact. 
LEMMA (2.4). M’ is simple, and M’-’ a direct summand. 
Proof: By induction on i. The result is true for i = 0. Assume it for i - 1: then 
M’-’ is simple. By Corollary (2.2.2), M’/M’- ’ is also simple, with &‘-basis {x,, y,>, say, 
where the x, are free generators and the y, generate submodules of type 9. Let xi, yJ E M’ 
represent he cosets x,, y,. Then Qy: = z, belongs to Mi-‘, has degree i + 1, and satisfies 
Qz, = 0. By Corollary (2.3.1), there exists IV, E M’-’ with Qw, = z,. Then xi, y: - IV, 
generate a simple submodule of M’, and adding these to a basis for the simple module 
M’-‘, we obtain a basis for the simple module M’. 
THEOREM 1. If ~2 satisfies the stated conditions, then near-simple d-modules are simple. 
For we construct an d-basis of such a module by repeatedly extending an d-basis 
of M’-’ to one of M’. 
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3. MODULES OVER S 
We define Y, as the subalgebra of &, generated by Sq’ and Sq’. It can be defined by 
the relations 
sq’sq’ = 0, sq%q* = Sq’Sq2Sq’, 
and so admits as Z,-basis the eight monomials 1, Sq’, Sq2, Sq1Sq2, Sq2Sq1, Sq1Sq2Sq*, 
Sq’Sq’Sq”, Sq2Sq’Sq2Sq’. For these facts, we refer the reader to [l]. We write (following 
Milnor) Q1 = Sql, Q2 = Sq1Sq2 + Sq2Sq’ ; then these two elements generate an exterior 
algebra (of rank 4), over which Y, is a free module of rank 2 (basis 1, Sq2). Y1 satisfies 
the conditions for ,d above, with the exception of Condition C. 
THEOREM 2. An SP1-module M is free (f and only if the operations by Ql and Q2 are 
exact. 
Proof. That the condition is necessary follows from a remark above. Suppose it 
satisfied. We first prove MO a free module, by direct calculation, in each degree. 
Degree 0: We choose a Z,-basis (xi). 
Degree 1: If CaiSqlxi = 0, then xaixi E Ker Q, = Im Q, = 0, since the grading is 
positive. Thus each a, = 0. 
Degree 4: Likewise, unless everything is zero, xaiSqlxi does not lie in Im Q2 = Ker Q2. 
It follows that the Q2Sq1xi = Sq1Sq2Sq’xi = Sq2Sq2x, are linearly independent. 
Degree 2: The Sq2Xi are thus also linearly independent. 
Degree 5: As for degree 4, the Q2Sq2x, = Sq2Sq1Sq2xi are then linearly independent. 
Degree 3: Suppose ~a$‘q’Sq2xi + cbiSq2Sq1xi = 0. Apply Sql to this equation; then 
CbiSq:Sq2Sq’xi = 0, SO by the above, each bi = 0. Similarly, by applying Sq2, we see 
that each ai = 0. 
Degree 6: We now know that the Sq2Sq1xi are linearly independent modulo Im Q, = 
Ker Qz, so the Q2Sq2Sq1xi = Sq2Sq’Sq2Sq’xi are linearly independent. 
This completes the proof that MO is free. Now suppose inductively that M’-’ is free; 
then Qr and Q2 are exact on it, as on M. Hence they are exact on M/MI-l, so by the 
argument above, M’/M’-’ is free. Thus the exact sequence 0 -+ M’-’ --, M’+ M’/M’-’ -_) 0 
splits, and so M’ is free. This completes the induction step; now, as in Theorem 1, a free 
basis for M may be constructed as a union of representatives of free bases of the Mi/Mi-‘. 
This theorem appears reasonably sharp, and is quite easy to apply. We observe that 
it can also be stated: if M is free over the algebra of Q, and Q2, then it is free over 9,. 
Unfortunately, we cannot give so convenient a test for simple Y,-modules (because Condition 
C fails). However, we have: 
THEOREM 3. An Y,-module M is near-simple if and oniy if the operation on it by Q2 
is exact. 
Proof. First suppose that M is near-simple, and lies in the exact sequence 0 -+ M L 
F: M + 0. We prove by induction on the degree of a E M that a E Ker Q2 implies 
a E Im Q,; this is clearly true if deg (a) < 0. 
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Let Qza = 0. Thenf(a) E Ker Q2, so as Fis free, by Theorem 2, for some c,./(a) = Qzc. 
Then Q2g(c) = gf(a) = 0. Since deg c = deg a - 2, by the induction hypothesis, for some 
d, g(c) = Qd. Let de> = d. Then g(c - Q,e) = 0, so by exactness, .for some 6 E M, 
J(6) = c - Qze. Now we have,f(Q,b) = Qzc =f(a), so a = Q,6. 
Conversely, suppose Q2 exact on M. Define a graded module F as follows. As vector 
space, F,, = M,,_1 + M,,. For the module structure, we define 
S&z, 6) = (Sq’a + 6, Sq’b) &.&a, b) = (Sq’a + Sq’6, S4’6) 
The verification of the relations Sq’Sql = 0, Sq2Sq2 = Sq’Sq2Sq’ is trivial. We note that -- 
Q,(u, 6) = (Q2a, Q2b), so Q2 is also exact on F. But so is Q,, for if Sq’(a, b) = 0, we have 
Sqla = b, and so (a, b) = Sql(O, a). So by Theorem 2, F is free, and we construct an exact 
I 
sequence 0 + M --P F z M 4 0 by settingf(a) = (a, 0) g(a, b) = b. Thus M is near-simple. 
It may be of interest o point out that the reason why our definition of Fin the second 
part of the above proof is consistent is that in the topological situation the process consists 
in taking the smash product with the real projective plane. 
As commented above, 9, does not satisfy Condition C, and our proof that near-simple 
modules are simple breaks down at the last stage. The result also breaks down; the simplest 
type of counterexample is defined by generators X, y and relations Sq’x = 0, Sq’y = 
sq2sq1sq2x. 
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